Face recognition has been of interest to a growing number of researchers due to its applications on security. Within past years, there are numerous face recognition algorithms proposed by researchers. However, there is no unified framework for the integration. In this paper, we implement different existing well-known algorithms, Eigenface, Fisherface, Elastic Graph Matching (EGM), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and neural network, to give a comprehensive testing under same face databases. Moreover, we present a Face Recognition Committee Machine (FRCM), which is a novel approach for assembling the outputs of various face recognition algorithms to obtain a unified decision with improved accuracy. The machine consists of an ensemble of the above algorithms to cope with various face images. We have tested our system with ORL face database and Yale face database. A comparative experimental result of different algorithms with the committee machine demonstrates that the proposed system achieves improved accuracy over the individual algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition has raised extensive attentions since 1990. The trend is driven by increasing demands on security applications like access control, authentication and identification. There are numerous algorithms proposed by researchers which claimed to have satisfactory result. However, the algorithms are tested under different frameworks. Therefore, we gives a comprehensive comparison of the five well-known algorithms (Eigenface, Fisherface, EGM, SVM and Neural network) on same databases in this paper.
We present a novel Face Recognition Committee Machine consisting of five experts above. It fuses the knowledge acquired by the experts to m i v e at a unified decision. Each expert shows various performance on different conditions. By assembling the results of the experts, we can obtain a final decision with better accuracy over individuals.
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ALGORITHMS REVIEW
Eigenface [I] works by finding eigenvectors and eigenvalues of covariancematrix C from training set images {TI,, . _.
where + is the average face. By projecting the images on the face space formed by the eigenvectors. we can compute their Euclidean distance efficiently. The training set image with minimum distance from the test image would be the best match in recognition.
Fisherface [2] is similar to Eigenface but it uses FLD instead of PCA. FLD projects away variation in lighting and facial expression while maintaining discriminability by choosing an optimal projections as follows:
where Sg and Sw is the between-class and within-class scatter matrix respectively.
Elastic Graph Matching 131 is based on the dynamic link architecture. Each facial feature is extracted by Gabor wavelet transform on the fiducial points as a jet. A face is represented by an image graph G consisting of A' nodes of jets. Test image graph G ' is compared to all modal graphs GM by the cost function: (3) where X is rigidity coefficient, Se is edge comparison function and S, is vertex similarity function. The training set image with minimum cost would be the best match. [4] is based on Structural Risk Minimization principle. For linearly separable data, SVM looks for a separating hyperplane which separates the data with the largest margin. For linearly non-separable data, it maps the data into a high dimensional space zt.P'~O(z)t!X~ with kemel function Q(z) to find the hyperplane [S] . As SVM was originally developed for two-class classification, multi-class classification can he extended by using "oneagainst-one'' or "one-against-all" approaches.
Support Vector Machine

FACE RECOGNITION COMMITTEE MACHINE
Committee machine has been widely used in neural networks. A number of researchers have applied it to improve the perfonnance of a neural network Each expert gives its result T and confidence c for the result to the voting machine. We introduce the use of confidence as a weighted vote for the voting machine to avoid low confidence result of individual expert from affecting the final result. In order to find results and confidences of various algorithms, we adopt different approaches. where J -1 is the maximum number of vote a class could obtain.
Neural network:
We choose a binary vector of size J for the target representation. The target class is set to one and the others are set to zero. The class j with output value closest to 1 is chosen as the result and the output value is chosen as the confidence.
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The weights in FRCM are evaluated in our testing fordifferent algorithms under ORL and Yale face database. We take the average accuracy for the algorithms as weights (shown in table 2 and table 3 respectively). The use of weights in the voting machine further reduces the chance for an expert who performs poorly on average from affecting the ensemble result even if it has high confidence on the result. After collecting the results T and confidences c from the five experts, the voting machine assembles the results by calculating the score s of each class as follows:
The class with the highest score would he selected as the recognizedclass of our FRCM. We define the score in such a way that only experts with high performance on average and high confidence on the result would take most significant score in the final decision.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two sets of experiments are presented to evaluate the performance of FRCM and individual algorithms. We adopt leaving-one-out cross validation method for the experiment. For a given sample of images in a class, a classifier is trained using (n -1) images in that class and tested on the remaining single case. The test repeats n times, each time training a classifier with leaving-one-out. Thus, all images are used for training and testing to produce a thorough result. From the 0% result shown in Table 2 , FRCM (98.8%) has improvement in accuracy over the individual algorithms in the testing. We notice that Fisherface and SVM obtain higher accuracy (over 97%) than the others. This is due to the fact that both Fisherface and SVM inherits better classification ability in general cases. We can see the effect of the committee machine in image set 7 that none of the experts has 100% accuracy but FRCM achieves it. The result also demonstrates that with the use of confidence and weight function, poor result from some experts would not affect the ensemble result significantly. The result of FRCM on Yale database to classify the 15 people under different conditions is given in Table 3 . From the Yale result, FRCM (86.1%) also outperforms all the individuals on average. The main reason for some non-satisfactory result is due to the fact that Yale database contains variations in left and right lighting (4th and 71h column in Fig. 3 ). The accuracy for both leftlight and rightlight in FRCM is 33.0% only. For algorithms taking the whole image as input like Eigenface, the accuracy would drop significantly because the lighting would greatly affect the pixel values. We notice that EGM works relatively hetter in the light testings than other algorithms. This is due to the use of Gahor wavelet transformation of fiducial points in EGM rather than in the whole image. Without the lighting variations, FRCM achieves 97.8% accuracy, which is comparable to the ORL result (98.8%).
The ORL Database of Faces
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive experiment on five well-known face recognition algorithms to compare the accuracy of the algorithms under the same framework. We conclude that Fisherface and SVM are the hest classifiers among them. Both achieves over 93% accuracy in general cases. However, none of them has high accuracy under lighting variation in Yale test.
Moreover, we propose a Face Recognition Committee
Machine. We introduce the use of confidence on experts' results and weight function on the committee machine which can reduce the chance for poor result of certain expert from affecting the ensemble result. The success has been demonstrated on the result of ORL and Yale test. It achieves 98.8% and 97.8%(without lighting variation) accuracy respectively which outperforms all other individual.
In the Yale test, we notice that FRCM doest not perform satisfactorily on rightlight and leftlight testing. The reason for this is due to the lack of an expert in the commiitee machine which can accurately recognize a face under various lighting condition. Our future work will focus on including an expert for lighting variation like Illumination Cone 1101 in order to make further improvement.
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